Herd: Fleece Your Friends is here!
What weighs 380 pounds and is a ton of fun?
The shipment I just received from BoDa
Manufacturing!
1000 units of Herd: Fleece Your Friends have just
been delivered. Shipping to KS backers will begin
very soon. We are still on schedule to make our
estimated September deliveries.

The Magic Helmet Games website has been
updated: www.magichelmetgames.com
Our website is now a fully functional ecommerce site. If you know someone
who would like to pre-order Herd:
Fleece Your Friends, please refer them
to: www.magichelmetgames.com
As soon as the KS backers have
received their rewards, I will begin
shipping pre-orders and selling in real
time.

Thanks again for supporting Herd!

DiceTowerCon
If you like to play tabletop games and
you are planning to be in the Orlando,
Florida area around the Fourth of July,
then DiceTowerCon is for you. The
game library is amazing and the
attendees are welcoming and fun. The
main gaming hall and library are open
24 hours during the event.
Attendance topped 3,000 this year, but
DiceTowerCon will be managed by a
different party next year, so some
changes are in the works. Attendance
is expected to be capped at around
1800 for next year's event and the
venue is going to change. The event
does tend to sell out so get your
badges early. Check out their website
for updates.

GenCon
GenCon is big. This year
attendance was at 70,000.
GenCon is like a tradeshow mixed
with a gaming con. For new
designer/publishers like me, it's a
great venue to make connections
and market your product. But I
have to admit, it was pretty cool to
play a bunch of board games on
the field of Lucas Oil Stadium.
The Exhibit Hall was packed with
nearly 550 exhibitors, ranging from
big companies like CMON and
Paizo to small publishers like
Facade Games.
Every serious gamer should make
the pilgrimage to GenCon at least
once.

Next time:
Another Herd update!
Also:
Do you like to eat, drink, and play games, but not
do the dishes? I hit the road and take a look at a
few Florida gaming pubs.

